The LHCb experiment has the unique possibility, among the LHC experiments, to be operated in fixed target mode, using its internal gas target SMOG. The energy scale achievable at the LHC and the excellent detector capabilities for vertexing, tracking and particle identification allow a wealth of measurements of great interest for cosmic ray and heavy ions physics. We report the first measurements made in this configuration: the measurement of antiproton production in proton-helium collisions and the measurements of open and hidden charm production in proton-argon collisions at √ s NN = 110 GeV.
Introduction
The LHCb experiment [1] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5. It was designed for the study of hadrons containing b or c quarks, and thus has excellent vertexing, tracking and particle identification (PID) capabilities. On top of that, LHCb provides the unique opportunity at the LHC to operate in a fixed target mode, thanks to the System for Measuring Overlap with Gas (SMOG).
Originally designed for precise luminosity measurements [2] , SMOG allows to inject noble gas such as Argon or Helium inside the primary LHC vacuum around the LHCb vertex detector (VELO). Since 2015, LHCb has started to exploit SMOG to perform physics runs, using special fills not devoted to pp physics, with different beam and target configurations, allowing unique production studies which are relevant to cosmic ray and heavy ions physics. The first measurements using this unique configuration are reported in this document.
p cross section measurement in pHe collisions
Recent results of the space-borne PAMELA and AMS-02 experiments on the p/p ratio point to a higher yield of antiprotons and a milder energy dependence with respect to most theoretical prediction in the region above 50 GeV. The interpretation of these results, which provide a sensitive indirect probe for Dark Matter, is currently limited by the accuracy of the predicted secondary antiproton flux. As there existed no data for p production in pHe collisions in the 10-100 GeV energy range so far, the state-of-the-art calculations used extrapolations from the NA49 pp and p−C data and other measurements, leading to an uncertainty of 20−30%, the single largest contribution to the error on the p/p ratio prediction.
The production of antiprotons from the interaction of primary cosmic rays with the interstellar medium can be reproduced by collisions of multi-TeV protons on helium at rest. Thanks to its internal gas target, LHCb performed the first measurement of antiproton production from collisions of 6.5 TeV LHC proton beam on helium nuclei at rest. The measurement covers the antiprotons produced directly in the pHe collisions, or from resonances decaying via the strong interaction, but not from the hyperon decays [3] .
Selection and analysis
The analyzed dataset corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 0.4 nb −1 , recorded in May 2016. Events were triggered with a minimum bias requirement, fully efficient on the events containing an antiproton within the LHCb acceptance. To benefit from the optimal reconstruction efficiency, the antiprotons candidates coming from collisions in a 80 cm long fiducial region along the beam direction z are considered. The analysis is done in two-dimensionnal bins, in momentum p and transverse momentum p T , in the range 12 < p < 110 GeV/c and 0.4 < p T < 4 GeV/c. These limits are fixed by the acceptance of the two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors.
The antiproton analysis requires a negative track associated to a primary vertex, both having quality requirements. The reconstruction and primary vertex efficiencies are evaluated using the simulation. Due to the large fiducial region, the primary vertex efficiency varies with z from 76 % in the most upstream region to 95 % around the nominal LHCb collision point. The reconstruction efficiency including acceptance effects and the tracking efficiency is determined from simulation in three-dimensional bins of p, p T , z. This tracking efficiency predicted by the simulation, averaged over z, ranges from 40 to 80 %, depending on the track kinematics. To take into account the imperfections of the tracking detector response in the simulation, a correction of ∼ 1 % is calculated from calibration samples in pp data.
The negative track is identified by two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. The fraction of antiprotons is extracted from the two-dimensional distribution describing the difference of the log likehood between the proton and pion, the proton and the kaon hypothesis. In each kinematic bin, the fraction of antiprotons is determined with a two-dimensional extended binned maximum likelihood fit whose templates are extracted from three set of data. The data set considered are: the calibration samples in the pHe data, the calibration samples in the 2016 LHCb pp data and the simulation. For each kinematic region, the most appropriate calibration templates are chosen, while the related systematic uncertainty is estimated from their comparison.
[GeV/c] For this analysis, only prompt antiprotons are considered. Therefore the nonprompt antiprotons are considered as background and removed from the sample by requiring an impact parameter compatible with zero. The residual nonprompt background is due in 90% of cases to hyperon decays while the remaining 10 % correspond to antiprotons coming from a secondary collision in the detector material. The average background level is estimated to be (2.6±0.6)%. Another source of background is the possible contamination of the gas target, due to the LHC residual vacuum. To evaluate this additional source of background, a specific data taking was performed, using the same vacuum-pumping configuration but without injecting gas. The yield measured during this data taking is scaled according to the number of protons on target. The relative average contribution from residual gas vacuum is evaluated to be (0.7 ± 0.2)%.
The SMOG system does not presently allow a precise calibration of the injected gas pressure. Therefore the normalization for the p production is done by measuring a process with a well-known cross-section. Single electrons scattered off by the proton beam can be observed within the LHCb acceptance, and for a 6.5 TeV proton beam, in this kinematic range, the scattering is purely elastic. Only electrons in the polar angle 3 < θ < 27 mrad can be reconstructed in LHCb, leading to a cross-section of 180.6 µb. Thanks to a distinct signature, low p, p T track with little activity, these events can be identified even if they are three orders of magnitude below the total nuclear inelastic cross-section. The reconstruction efficiency, evaluated from simulation, is limited by the soft momentum and transverse momentum spectrum. Two kind of background are considered: soft nuclear interaction with the electron coming from a photon conversion and light hadron from a central exclusive production event. These backgrounds are charge symmetric while the signal is asymmetric. Therefore the background can be modeled and subtracted. Possible contributions of gas ionization were evaluated to be negligible. Finally the luminosity is computed from the background-subtracted yield of scattered electrons, the known cross-section σ pe − and the electron reconstruction efficiency. The measured luminosity is L = 0.443 ± 0.011 ± 0.027 nb −1 , where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic. 
Results
Among 33.7 millions selected pHe collisions, a sample of 1.4 million antiprotons was extracted. The double differential p production cross section is computed in each kinematic bin (p, p T ), after correcting for the reconstruction efficiency and the background. The precision of the measurements is limited by the systematic uncertainty. The largest correlated uncertainty among the bins is due to the normalization, while the uncorrelated systematic uncertainties are dominated by the error on the p fraction from the particle identification analysis. At the borders of the detector acceptance and in the transition between the two RICH detector, the relative uncertainties are up to 26 %. For the other regions, the uncertainty is typically a few per cent. For most of the accessible p T region, the relative total uncertainty amounts to 10 %. The results presented on Fig. 1 are compared with the prediction of the EPOS LHC [4] model, used in the LHCb simulation. The double differential shape is in good agreement with the simulation, while the absolute production rate is larger on average by about a factor 1.5. The data are also compared with other models implemented in the CRMC [5] package v1.5.6: EPOS 1.99 [6] , HIJING 1.38 [7] and QGSJET II-0.4 [8] .
The total inelastic cross-section is also determined from the measured total yield of recorded collisions within the fiducial region. The result is σ LHCb inel (pHe, √ s N N = 110GeV) = (140 ± 10) mb, which is larger than the EPOS LHC prediction by a factor 1.19 ± 0.08, implying that the measured p multiplicity per inelastic collisions is significantly larger in data.
3 J/ψ and D 0 production in pAr data
The LHCb fixed-target mode allows to study the heavy ions physics too. Production of heavy quarks in nucleus-nucleus interactions is a relevant probe of the transition between ordinary hadronic matter and the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), in the high-density and high-temperature regime of QCD. As the heavy quarks are only produced in the early stage of the interaction, their total yields should not be modified by the QGP, while the relative yields of hidden heavy-flavour bound states such as charmonium are expected to be significantly modified [10] . Experimentally, the study of the sequential suppression of charmonium bound states is optimal at low energy, at a centre-of-mass energy of √ s N N ∼ 100 GeV, to avoid secondary charmonia production via statistical combination. The interpretation of the charmonium suppression patterns observed in heavy-ion collisions needs the identification of phenomena not related to QGP which can be studied in proton-induced reactions on nuclear targets, insensitive to effects due to confinement. The first analysis of heavy-flavour production measured by the LHCb experiment in a fixed-target mode is presented: J/ψ and D 0 production processes in proton-Argon sample at √ s N N = 110.4 GeV [11] . 
Selection and analysis
The study reported here uses a data sample of pAr collisions of a 6.5 TeV/c proton beam with the Argon gaseous target. The analysis studies the J/ψ and
In order to fully benefit from the LHCb detector's performance, only events with a primary vertex reconstructed between -200 and 200 mm with respect to the nominal interaction point are considered. The numbers of J/ψ and D 0 signal candidates are extracted from unbinned maximum likelihood fits to their mass distributions, as shown in Fig 2 covering the full rapidity and transverse momentum ranges. For differential studies, the number of signal candidates is determined independently as a function of their transverse momentum p T and rapidity y.
The yields determined from the mass fit are corrected for event trigger and selection efficiencies, including primary vertex and particle reconstruction, geometrical acceptance of the detector and particle identification. Except for particle identification and tracking efficiencies that are obtained based on pp data [12] , all the efficiencies are determined from fully simulated pAr events.
Results
Several systematic uncertainties affect either the determination of the number of signal events or the computation of the efficiencies. They are computed in every rapidity and transverse momentum interval. The most important systematic uncertainties come from the differences between pAr and pp track multiplicity for the efficiency computation, from the contamination left from residual pp collisions, from the signal and background modelling, and from the neglected non-prompt contribution of J/ψ and D 0 . The fraction of signal from b-hadron is evaluated to (0.9 ± 1.6)% . The differential D 0 yields corrected from the efficiency are shown in Fig 3. Figure 4 presents J/ψ mesons corrected yields as a function of the rapidity in the centre-of-mass system of the nucleon-nucleon collision, y * (given by: y = y − 4.77, where 4.77 is the rapidity of the centre-of-mass in the LHCb frame at 110.4 GeV) and transverse momentum compared to phenomenological parametrizations based on Ref [13] . The ratio between the J/ψ and D 0 yields as a function of their transverse momentum and their rapidity is shown in Fig 5. 
Conclusions
The two first production measurements exploiting the LHCb experiment in fixed target mode have been presented.
The antiproton production cross-section in collisions of a 6.5 TeV LHC proton beam on helium at rest is measured from a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 0.4 nb −1 . This is the first direct measurement of antimatter production in pHe collisions and has important implication for the interpretation of recent results from PAMELA and AMS-02 experiments, which measure the antiproton component in cosmic rays outside of the Earth's atmosphere.
The production of J/ψ and D 0 mesons is measured in 6.5 TeV/c proton-beam-induced reactions on an argon gaseous target, corresponding to about 500 selected J/ψ and 6500 D 0 decays. The J/ψ and D 0 yields are computed as a function of their transverse momentum p T and rapidity y. No significant difference, within uncertainties, is observed when comparing the J/ψ and D 0 transverse momentum shapes obtained with the Pythia generator in pp collisions, while some differences are observed when comparing rapidity shapes. The J/ψ / D 0 ratios were produced as a function of transverse momentum and rapidity. Within uncertainties, no strong dependence of this ratio with rapidity is observed. This analysis demonstrates the feasibility of the heavy flavour fixed-target program. Future analysis should also include other open charm mesons or baryons such as Λ + c .
